Usability Issues:
1. Aesthetic and minimalist design – The green on green of this application is really disorienting. Black on lime is also not particularly high contrast.
2. Visibility of system status – I have no idea how much money I have.
3. Consistency and Standards – Don't open everything in a new window unless you expect users to still use the old window.
4. User control and freedom – There is no button that lets me exit the game.
5. User control and freedom – There is also no button to let me go back if I made a mistake setting my bet or starting money pool.
6. Consistency and Standards – Don't replace the window. Use the card layout to change the content of one window.
7. Flexibility and efficiency of use – I often bet the same amount every time. It becomes tedious to hit the button over and over again.
8. Recognition rather than recall – If this is designed to help new players learn how to play blackjack, they aren't going to know what the words Hit, Stand, Double, or Split mean. Rather than putting these definitions in some other instructions window, stick them right there next to the labels.

Positive Feedback:
9. Flexibility and efficiency of use – The process from start to finish is fairly straightforward and quick.
10. Recognition rather than recall, there is a link to the instructions page in any place that uses confusing terms or blackjack related things.
11. Match between the system and the real world – Looks quite a lot like a blackjack table.
12. Error Prevention – There aren't places where the user could confuse the computer.